Crestron MP-B20 User Guide for Instructors

System On/Off
Powers On or off the projection system. **NOTE:** The computer is controlled separately.

Sound On/Off
Sound On is set as part of System On. Volume is controlled with a knob or slider.

Mics On/Off
Mics On is set as part of System On. Mics off if desired, temporarily or otherwise.

Image Blank
Toggled; blanks all displays but local monitor. **NOTE:** Not a substitute for System Off.

Image Freeze
Toggled; projector will display the current image until button is pressed again.

Image Reset (Sometimes 1 and 2)
Corrects most AV issues. Please leave 5s between Reset 1 and Reset 2, if applicable.

**Source Buttons**
Blue labels and/or device pictures. Selected source is sent to the projection system.
**NOTE:** VGA uses a separate standard audio cable for sound.

**Camera Controls**
Directional buttons are used to control a room’s cameras.
Auto-Focus is found to one side or in the center of the directional buttons.
**NOTE:** If in the latter location, the button is unlabeled due to space limitations.